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Abstract: This model of retrieving useful information and models from the data is also called database knowledge discovery,
which involves certain phases such as data selection, classification and transformation evaluation. Machine learning algorithms
are primarily classified as supervised and unsupervised. A supervised learning algorithm uses past experience to make
predictions about new or invisible data, whereas unsupervised algorithms can draw interferences from data sets. Supervised
learning is also described as classification. This study uses classification technique to produce a more accurate belong to class.
The classification algorithms have been applied to the Indian Diabetes Dataset of the PIMA of the National Institute of Diabetes,
Digestive and Kidney Disease which contains data on diabetic women.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Diabetes has a high prevalence and low control, leading to a high rate of premature mortality. Maintenance of blood sugar can
provide significant health benefits and reduce the risk of diabetes.
In real time, continuous monitoring of blood glucose is the primary challenge.
However, monitoring glucose levels alone without consideration of other factors such as ECG and physical activities may mislead
medication. By implementing diabetes prediction monitoring, an emergency alert is generated immediately for precautionary
actions. The experimental results show the improved performance of the proposed system in terms of energy efficiency, forecasting
accuracy, computational complexity and latency. To solve the above problems, we are proposing an energy-efficient artificial
intelligence health care system to maintain blood glucose.
II.
IMPLEMENTATION
A. Dataset Details
The dataset used in this project is a PIMA dataset, taken from Kaggle.com. This dataset has 9 attributes and a total of 768 records.
This dataset gives us the information of person’s age, glucose level, number of pregnancies, sugar level, blood pressure level, skin
thickness and BMI.
B. Data Preprocessing
In this process we have checked number of rows and number of columns in our dataset. We have also checked number of null
values in our dataset. It is very important to preprocess our data for better analysis of our dataset.
C. Data Cleaning
Data cleaning basically means filling all the null values present in our dataset. In our dataset few column has null values like dataset,
glucose, blood pressure, skin thickness, BMI, insulin. So all the missing values are being replaced with the median value of that
attribute.
D. Feature Selection
Feature selection is technique where we remove those features which are highly correlated with each other. Feature selection
involves various techniques like dropping constant feature, correlation, etc. Here we have used correlation. We have imported
seaborn and with the help of heat map, we did the whole correlation part.
E. Algorithms
As this problem statement lies inside supervised learning, so we have used various classifier to test our model, and to check on
which algorithm our model gives less error. We have used here Logistic Regression, Xgboost, Random forest classifier. And finally
after applying all three algorithm we found that our model gives less error with Logistic Regression.
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F. Cross Validation
Cross validation has two process in it, cross_val_score and cross_val_predict. Cross_val_score function does cross validation over
here. It takes cv=3, which means that on first two dataset it will train our model and on the third one it will predict the value, then
again on fourth and fifth dataset our model will be trained and on sixth it will be tested. Here we also have scoring = “accuracy”,
which means we want accuracy metrics as scoring. Now cross_val_predict function tells us that, by training the dataset in this way
we are getting this type of predictions.
G. Confusion Matrix
This matrix wants our training data and our predicted data. Y_train is the label of our data. It takes the real prediction and our
prediction values. Basically it gives us number of correct negative and positive prediction and number of incorrect negative and
positive predictions. If in case, we have predicted all correct values, then this will be a situation of perfect confusion matrix.
H. Precision and Recall
It will also take our real prediction and our prediction values. Then we used precision recall function. Through this we get to know
that if we increase precision then recall gets decreased and if we decrease precision then recall gets increased. Here we also have a
term called threshold, which means that if the value is greater than this value then it will be positive, and if the value is less than this
value then it will be negative. Here precision and recall are being plotted vs threshold on x axis. Y_scores will give the decision
threshold that logistic regression is using. Here we have same parameters as cross_val_predict. Only change is that here we do not
want accuracy, we want decision function. Y_scoresmeans, we are getting the thresholds.
I. F1 Score
F1 score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. When we increase precision then recall gets decreased, and when we
decreased precision then recall gets increased. This is precision recall trade off. So we have also calculated F1 score for better
analysis.
Precision_recall_curve
Here we are plotting the precision recall curve. Plt.plot
gives the threshold, precision and b--, to identify precision
curve and label = precision. Through legend function we have given location as upper left. We have used here ylim because we
want to stay in between 0 and 1. We have also used [:1], which means we want to remove last value from both precision and recall.
Precision is the ration of total positive predictions which are corrected and total positive predictions we made. Recall is the ratio of
total positive observations which our classifier found correct and total positive observations we made.
J. Algorithms
Here we have used logistic regression classifier, random Forest classifier and xgboost classifer for better analysis of our model.
Finally we got less amount of error from logistic regression classifier. Logistic predicts the probability. With those probabilities we
did classification.This is an algorithm of generalised linear model class.
III.
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IV.
CONCLUSIONS
The main aim of our work is to design a perfect efficient structure for the diabetes prediction.
After doing careful understanding of other on going and available work, we come to a conclusion that , our model which consists of
using PCA for dimensionality reduction, k-means for clustering, and logistic regression for classification.
With the intention to improve the k-means result of other people, we firstly applied the PCA technique to our dataset although PCA
is a well-known way, also this is efficient in monitoring k-means clustering and in turn the logistic regression classification model
has not been given sufficient response.
however the experiment that we have just shown that a well managed logistic regression model for predicting diabetes is possibly
working with the integration of PCA and k-means. The knowledge achieved in the study includes, the ability to obtain an
improved k-means cluster result above what other people have concluded in similar studies.
Also logistic regression model worked at a well improved level via predicting diabetes onset, as compared to the values obtained
when other algorithms were used in our phenomena and that of other onsets.
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V.
FUTURE SCOPE AND ENHANCEMENTS
Our first module Diabetes Prediction System is successfully implemented. We can still try to increase its accuracy and can deploy
for applications where it is useful/needed. In the second application Diabetes Prediction System, We gave input as image, so we can
give it live input and in this application also we can try to increase accuracy. Also we can integrate warnings and alert in this
application if people in frame are violating deadlines (i.e. not aware with the diabetic consequences).
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